Abstract-A critical analysis of methods for selecting central events in high-energy proton-nucleus (pA) and nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions is presented. A sample of event classes in which background fluctuations associated with the dispersion of the impact parameter of each event or the number of participant nucleons are minimal is examined. At the SPS and LHC energies, the numbers of nucleonnucleon collisions are estimated with the aid of the Monte Carlo event generators HIJING and AMPT, which take into account energy-momentum conservation, and on the basis of a non-Glauber model involving string fusion and a modified Glauber model. The results obtained in this way demonstrate the need for revising the extensively used application of the Glauber model in normalizing multiplicity yields in experimental data on pA and AA collisions in the soft region of the spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
Hot and dense strongly interacting matter under extreme pressure and temperature conditions is produced in ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions in the form of a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and is characterized within thermodynamic models by quantities like the baryochemical potential, temperature, specific heat, and compressibility parameter [1] [2] [3] . The fundamental properties of this matter are reflected in its global observables, including the multiplicity of product particles, their content, the average transverse momentum, and the residual electrical and baryon charges. Knowledge of initial conditions in high-energy nucleus-nucleus and proton-nucleus collisions is of importance for analyzing processes leading to the formation of quark-gluon plasma and its subsequent hadronization. A survey of theoretical approaches used to study and characterize initial states in ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions can be found, for example, in [4, 5] .
The need for quantitative estimations at early stages of hadron collisions became obvious upon an analysis of experimental data on multiparticle production processes in collisions of ultrarelativistic lead nuclei at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC at CERN). It turned out that, without respective estimates, it was impossible to study the properties of product quarkgluon plasma, such as viscosity and the entropy density. The role of initial conditions manifested itself most acutely even in the first results on pPb collisions * E-mail: grigory-feofilov@yandex.ru at the LHC, where, in high-multiplicity events, the behavior of many observables proved to be close to the picture observed in PbPb collisions [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
The conclusion that multiparticle production processes in nucleus-nucleus collisions differ substantially from what one expects in the case of a simple superposition of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions with a mean multiplicity of N coll dN/dη, where N coll is the number of binary collisions and dN/dη is the multiplicity in proton-proton (pp) collisions at the same energy in the center-of-mass (c.m.) frame, was one of the important observations in experimental data on AuAu and PbPb collisions at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) and at the LHC. In nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions, the experimentally measured mean multiplicity N ch of charged particles is substantially smaller than N coll dN/dη. This fact may suggest either the presence of strong coherence effects or a manifestation of additional degrees of freedom at the subnucleon level [4] . In view of this, investigations into proton-nucleus (pPb) collisions is an important part of the research program for the LHC, since they will provide additional physics information for interpreting data on nucleus-nucleus collisions. It is reasonable to assume that measurements for pPb and pp collisions at the LHC and a comparative analysis of their results will make it possible to separate phenomena associated with QGP formation from effects of ordinary nuclear matter.
A comparison of transverse-momentum spectra measured in PbPb and pPb collisions with respective reference spectra in pp collisions is one of the methods for such an analysis. This makes it possible to obtain extensively used values of the nuclear-modification factors. In the case of pPb collisions, these factors are denoted by R pPb and are defined as [12] [13] [14] 
is the mean charged-particle-multiplicity yield in some class of centrality of pPb collisions, N coll is the mean number of nucleon-nucleon collisions, T pPb = N coll /σ pp inel is the mean nuclearoverlap function for the same centrality class, and σ pp inel is the cross section for inelastic nucleon-nucleon interaction.
One assumes that the nuclear-modification factor should be equal to unity for rare processes of hard parton collisions, and this may correspond to the case of an incoherent superposition of nucleon-nucleon collisions. In this approach, the deviation of R pPb from unity may suggest either a manifestation of final-state effects associated with the parton energy loss via interaction with dense matter or a manifestation of initial-state effects {for example, an in-medium modification of parton distributions (nPDF) [15] In addition, it is worth noting that multiparticleproduction processes in hadron collisions have a statistical character, and this entails the presence of fluctuations in observables determined from event-byevent measurements. These fluctuations may substantially complicate selection of event classes and lead to biased numerical estimates for the mean values of global variables. The accuracy in measurements of observables and the choice of centralityclass width are of crucial importance for correlation experiments aimed at searches for physics effects whose manifestations may be associated with various fluctuations.
Part of fluctuations of observables may be background fluctuations (that is, trivial ones associated with class-selection methods used). Some other ones are so-called volume fluctuations that are present even at fixed impact parameters of collisions because of fluctuations of the initial configurations of nucleons in nuclei and fluctuations of the interaction cross sections. Finally, of greatest interest are dynamical and quantum fluctuations and correlations, which may be of a physical origin-for example, serve as an important signal of QGP formation in scanning the energy region of the possible phase transition. For example, it is natural to expect that, at the critical point of strongly interacting matter on the phase diagram, fluctuations of the multiplicity and mean transverse momentum and their event-by-event correlations are large [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The first searches for the critical point of strongly interacting matter were performed in the NA49 and NA61/SHINE experiments at CERN [23, 24] . These investigations have been continued to date by varying both the energy and the masses of colliding nuclei [25] . In particular, the Beam Energy Scan (BES) program was launched for the RHIC nuclear beam in Berkeley [26, 27] . A more detailed analysis of special features of the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter and properties of QCD in the region of a significant baryon excess will become possible after the accumulation of high-statistics data in the future experiments CBM at the FAIR collider (Germany), which is under construction, and MPD at the NICA collider of the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna) [28, 29] .
Searches for critical fluctuations of observables involve difficulties stemming from the intricacy of evolution of nucleus-nucleus collisions and from substantial uncertainties in its theoretical description [30] . In particular, perturbative QCD cannot be applied directly in this region.
It is obvious that, in order to interpret correctly experimental data on nucleus-nucleus and protonnucleus collisions, the event-selection procedure used should be constructed in such a way as to minimize fluctuations that appear to be a background to the sought signal and which stem from the scatter of events in the impact parameter and/or in the number of participant nucleons. A detailed analysis of problems encountered in determining centrality classes for pPb collisions at the c.m. energy of √ s NN = 5.02 TeV can be found in [10] . In order to understand and analyze the initial-state effect in studying fluctuations and correlations in hadron collisions via experiments conducted at CERN, it is important to solve the problem of this minimization.
The ensuing exposition is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we introduce necessary definitions used in this article below and, within a Monte Carlo simulation, describe thereupon a method for numerically estimating centrality of collisions. This method
